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Practicing Changing Sentences
Key:
A.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

because / since / as
after / when / as soon as
although / even though / though
unless
because / since / as
before / when
because / since / as
although / even though / though
if / in the case that
by

B. (Suggested answers)
1. As Hasan needs to learn English, I will teach him.
2. We went for a walk even though it was raining.
3. If Jenny asks me, I will buy it for her.
4. Yasmin played golf extremely well when she was young.
5. Because Fahim wants to get a new job, he is preparing for job interviews.
6. I'm writing you this letter which you will find after I leave.
7. Unless his wife doesn't like the house, Maruf will buy it.
8. After Synthi and David had eaten breakfast, they left for work.
9. I really enjoyed the concert although the music was too loud.
10. As Sanwar has an important presentation next week, he has been working sixty hours a
week.
11. I usually work out at the gym before I leave for work at eight.
12. Though Boby didn't have much money, he bought the extremely expensive car.
13. If Dalim visits, they go to the cinema.
14. Since it allows me to watch what I want when I want, I prefer to watch TV by streaming
over the internet.
15. If it rains a lot, I put the chairs on the patio in the garage.
N.B. The above sentences might also be combined in other ways.
__________________
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